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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of learning to esti-

mate the depth of detected objects given some measure-

ment of camera motion (e.g., from robot kinematics or ve-

hicle odometry). We achieve this by 1) designing a recur-

rent neural network (DBox) that estimates the depth of ob-

jects using a generalized representation of bounding boxes

and uncalibrated camera movement and 2) introducing the

Object Depth via Motion and Detection Dataset (ODMD).

ODMD training data are extensible and configurable, and

the ODMD benchmark includes 21,600 examples across

four validation and test sets. These sets include mobile

robot experiments using an end-effector camera to locate

objects from the YCB dataset and examples with perturba-

tions added to camera motion or bounding box data. In ad-

dition to the ODMD benchmark, we evaluate DBox in other

monocular application domains, achieving state-of-the-art

results on existing driving and robotics benchmarks and es-

timating the depth of objects using a camera phone.

1. Introduction

With the progression of high-quality datasets and sub-

sequent methods, our community has seen remarkable ad-

vances in image segmentation [27, 54], video object seg-

mentation [35, 38], and object detection [4, 16, 32], some-

times with a focus on a specific application like driving

[5, 11, 43]. However, applications like autonomous vehi-

cles and robotics require a three-dimensional (3D) under-

standing of the environment, so they frequently rely on 3D

sensors (e.g., LiDAR [10] or RGBD cameras [8]). Although

3D sensors are great for identifying free space and motion

planning, classifying and understanding raw 3D data is a

challenging and ongoing area of research [25, 28, 33, 39].

On the other hand, RGB cameras are inexpensive, ubiqui-

tous, and interpretable by countless vision methods.

To bridge the gap between 3D applications and progress

in video object segmentation, in recent work [14], we devel-

oped a method of video object segmentation-based visual

servo control, object depth estimation, and mobile robot

Figure 1. Depth from Camera Motion and Object Detection.

Object detectors can reliably place bounding boxes on target ob-

jects in a variety of settings. Given a sequence of bounding boxes

and camera movement distances between observations (e.g., from

robot kinematics, top), our network (DBox) estimates each ob-

ject’s depth (bottom). This result is from the ODMD Robot Set.

grasping using a single RGB camera. For object depth esti-

mation, specifically, we used the optical expansion [22, 46]

of segmentation masks with z-axis camera motion to an-

alytically solve for depth [14, VOS-DE (20)]. In subse-

quent work [15], we introduced the first learning-based

method (ODN) and benchmark dataset for estimating Ob-

ject Depth via Motion and Segmentation (ODMS), which

includes test sets in robotics and driving. From the ODMS

benchmark, ODN improves accuracy over VOS-DE in mul-

tiple domains, especially those with segmentation errors.

Motivated by these developments [14, 15], this paper ad-
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dresses the problem of estimating the depth of objects us-

ing uncalibrated camera motion and bounding boxes from

object detection (see Figure 1), which has many advan-

tages. First, a bounding box has only four parameters,

can be processed quickly with few resources, and has less

domain-specific features than an RGB image or segmenta-

tion mask. Second, movement is already measured on most

autonomous hardware platforms and, even if not measured,

structure from motion is plausible to recover camera motion

[23, 34, 45]. Third, as we show with a pinhole camera and

box-based model (see Figure 2) and in experiments, we can

use x-, y-, or z-axis camera motion to estimate depth using

optical expansion, motion parallax [9, 42], or both. Finally,

our detection-based methods can support more applications

by using boxes or segmentation masks, which we demon-

strate in multiple domains with state-of-the-art results on

the segmentation-based ODMS benchmark [15].

The first contribution of our paper is deriving an analyt-

ical model and corresponding solution (BoxLS) for uncali-

brated motion and detection-based depth estimation in Sec-

tion 3.1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first model

or solution in this new problem space. Furthermore, BoxLS

achieves the best analytical result on the ODMS benchmark.

A second contribution is developing a recurrent neural

network (RNN) to predict Depth from motion and bounding

Boxes (DBox) in Section 3.2. DBox sequentially processes

observations and uses our normalized and dimensionless

input-loss formulation, which improves performance across

domains with different movement distances and camera pa-

rameters. Thus, using a single DBox network, we achieve

the best Robot, Driving, and overall result on the ODMS

benchmark and estimate depth from a camera phone.1

Inspired by ODMS [15], a final contribution of our pa-

per is the Object Depth via Motion and Detection (ODMD)

dataset in Section 3.3.2 ODMD is the first dataset for mo-

tion and detection-based depth estimation, which enables

learning-based methods in this new problem space. ODMD

data consist of a series of bounding boxes, x, y, z camera

movement distances, and ground truth object depth.

For ODMD training, we continuously generate synthetic

examples with random movements, depths, object sizes,

and three types of perturbations typical of camera motion

and object detection errors. As we will show, training with

perturbations improves end performance in real applica-

tions. Furthermore, ODMD’s distance- and box-based in-

puts are 1) simple, so we can generate over 300,000 train-

ing examples per second, and 2) general, so we can transfer

from synthetic training data to many application domains.

Finally, for an ODMD evaluation benchmark, we create

four validation and test sets with 21,600 examples, includ-

ing mobile robot experiments locating YCB objects [3].

1Supplementary video: https://youtu.be/GruhbdJ2l7k
2Dataset website: https://github.com/griffbr/ODMD

2. Related Work

Object Detection predicts a set of bounding boxes and cate-

gory labels for objects of interest. Many object detectors op-

erate using regression and classification over a set of region

proposals [2, 41], anchors [31], or window centers [47].

Other detectors treat detection as a single regression prob-

lem [40] or, more recently, use a transformer architecture

[48] to directly predict all detections in parallel [4]. Given

the utility of locating objects in RGB images, detection sup-

ports many downstream vision tasks such as segmentation

[17], 3D shape prediction [13], object pose estimation [36],

and even single-view metrology [55], to name but a few.

In this work, we provide depth for “free” as an extension

of object detection in mobile applications. We detect ob-

jects on a per-frame basis, then use sequences of bounding

boxes with uncalibrated camera motion to find the depth of

each object. One benefit of our approach is that depth accu-

racy will improve with future detection methods. For exper-

iments, we use Faster R-CNN [41], which has had many im-

provements since its original publication, runs in real time,

and is particularly accurate for small objects [4]. Specifi-

cally, we use the same Faster R-CNN configuration as De-

tectron2 [50] with ResNet 50 [18] pre-trained on ImageNet

[6] and a FPN [30] backbone trained on COCO [32], which

we then fine-tune for our validation and test set objects.

Object Pose Estimation, to its fullest extent, predicts the

3D position and 3D rotation of an object in camera-centered

coordinates, which is useful for autonomous driving, aug-

mented reality, and robot grasping [44]. Pose estimation

methods for household objects typically use a single RGB

image [24, 36], RGBD image [49], or separate setting for

each [1, 51]. Alternatively, recent work [29] uses multi-

ple views to jointly predict multiple object poses, which

achieves the best result on the YCB-Video dataset [51], T-

LESS dataset [20], and BOP Challenge 2020 [21].

To predict object depth without scale ambiguity, many

RGB-based pose estimation methods learn a prior on spe-

cific 3D object models [3]. However, innovations in

robotics are easing this requirement. Recent work [37] uses

a robot to collect data in cluttered scenes to add texture to

simplified pose training models. Other work [7] uses a robot

to interact with objects and generate new training data to

improve its pose estimation. In our previous work [14, 15],

we use robot motion with segmentation to predict depth and

grasp objects, which removes 3D models entirely.

In this work, we build off of these developments to im-

prove RGB-based object depth estimation without any 3D

model requirements. Instead, we use depth cues based on

uncalibrated camera movement and general object detec-

tion or segmentation. A primary benefit of our approach

is its generalization across domains, which we demonstrate

in robotics, driving, and camera phone experiments.
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3. Depth from Camera Motion and

Object Detection

We design an RNN to predict Depth from camera mo-

tion and bounding Boxes (DBox). DBox sequentially pro-

cesses each observation and uses optical expansion and mo-

tion parallax cues to make its final object depth prediction.

To train and evaluate DBox, we introduce the Object Depth

via Motion and Detection Dataset (ODMD). First, in Sec-

tion 3.1, we derive our motion and detection model with

analytical solutions, which is the theoretical foundation for

this work and informs our design decisions in the remain-

ing paper. Next, in Section 3.2, we detail DBox’s input-loss

formulation and architecture. Finally, in Section 3.3, we ex-

plain ODMD’s extensible training data, validation and test

sets for evaluation, and DBox training configurations.

3.1. Depth from Motion and Detection Model

Motion and Detection Inputs. To find a detected object’s

depth, assume we are given a set of n � 2 observations

X := {x1,x2, · · · ,xn}, where each observation xi con-

sists of a bounding box for the detected object and a corre-

sponding camera position. Specifically,

xi :=
⇥

xi, yi, wi, hi,p
|

i

⇤|

, (1)

where xi, yi, wi, hi denote the two image coordinates of the

bounding box center, width, and height and

pi :=
⇥

CXi,CY i,CZi

⇤|

(2)

is the relative camera position for each observation xi 2 R
7.

Notably, we align the axes of pi with the camera coordinate

frame and the model is most accurate without camera rota-

tion, but the absolute position of pi is inconsequential. Ob-

servations can be collected as a set of images or by video.

Camera Model. To infer 3D information from 2D detec-

tion, we relate an object’s bounding box image points to 3D

camera-frame coordinates using the pinhole camera model



x

y

�

=



fx 0 cx
0 fy cy

�

⇥

X
Zi
, Y
Zi
, 1
⇤|

, (3)

where fx, fy and cx, cy are the camera’s focal lengths and

principal points and X,Y correspond to image coordinates

x, y in the 3D camera frame at depth Zi. Notably, Zi is

the distance along the optical axis (or depth) between the

camera and the visible perimeter of the detected object. To

specify individual x, y image coordinates we simplify (3) to

x =
fxX

Zi

+ cx, y =
fyY

Zi

+ cy. (4)

Notably, although we include pinhole camera parameters in

the model, we do not use them to solve depth at inference.

Figure 2. Motion and Detection Model. We show an ob-

ject’s bounding box (Boxi) for four pinhole camera positions (pi).

Boxes scale inversely with object depth (optical expansion) and

offset with lateral position (motion parallax). Using relative cam-

era movements with these cues, we can solve for an object’s depth.

Depth from Optical Expansion & Detection. In an ideal

model, we can find object depth using z-axis motion be-

tween observations and corresponding changes in bounding

box scale (e.g., Box1 to Box2 in Figure 2). First, we use (4)

to relate bounding box width wi to 3D object width W as

wi = xRi � xLi =
fxXRi

Zi

+ cx �
fxXLi

Zi

� cx =
fxW

Zi

,

(5)

where xRi, xLi are the right and left box image coordinates

with 3D coordinates XRi, XLi respectively. Object width

W is constant, so we use (5) to relate two observations as

wiZi = wjZj = fxW. (6)

Notably, (5)-(6) also apply to object height H . Specifically,

hi =
fyH

Zi
from (5) and hiZi = hjZj = fyH from (6).

To use the camera motion (pi), we note that changes in

depth Zi between observations of a static object are only

caused by changes in camera position CZi (2). Thus,

Zi + CZi = Zj + CZj =) Zj = Zi + CZi � CZj . (7)

Finally, we use (7) in (6) and solve for object depth Zi as

wiZi = wj(Zi + CZi � CZj) = fxW

=) Zi =
CZj � CZi

1�
�

wi

wj

� . (8)

In (8), we find Zi from two observations i, j using optical

expansion, i.e., the change in bounding box scale (wi

wj
) rela-

tive to z-axis camera motion (CZj � CZi). To measure the

change in box scale using height, we replace wi

wj
with hi

hj
.
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Depth from Motion Parallax & Detection. If there is x- or

y-axis camera motion, we can solve for object depth using

corresponding changes in bounding box location (e.g., Box1

to Box3 in Figure 2). For brevity, we provide this derivation

and comparative results in the supplementary material.

Using all Observations to Improve Depth. In real appli-

cations, camera motion measurements and object detection

will have errors. Thus, we make detection-based depth es-

timation more robust by incorporating all n observations.

For the n-observation solution, we reformulate (8) for

each observation as wjZi � fxW = wj(CZj � CZi) for

width and hjZi � fyH = hj(CZj � CZi) for height. Now

we can estimate Zi over n observations in Ax = b form as
2

6

6

6

6

6

4

w1 1 0
h1 0 1
w2 1 0
...

...
...

hn 0 1

3

7

7

7

7

7

5

2

4

Ẑi

�fxŴ

�fyĤ

3

5 =

2

6

6

6

6

6

4

w1(CZ1 � CZi)
h1(CZ1 � CZi)
w2(CZ2 � CZi)

...

hn(CZn � CZi)

3

7

7

7

7

7

5

. (9)

In this work, we solve for Ẑi as a least-squares approxima-

tion of Zi. In Section 4, we refer to this solution as BoxLS.

3.2. Depth from Motion and Detection Network

Considering the motion and detection model and BoxLS

solution in Section 3.1, we design DBox to use all n obser-

vations for robustness and full x, y, z camera motion to uti-

lize both optical expansion and motion parallax cues. Addi-

tionally, to improve performance across domains, we derive

a normalized and dimensionless input-loss formulation.

Normalized Network Input. As in Section 3.1, assume we

have a set of n � 2 observations X to predict depth. We

normalize the bounding box coordinates of each xi (1) as

b̄i :=
h

xi

WI
, yi

HI
, wi

WI
, hi

HI

i|

, (10)

where WI and HI are the box image’s width and height.

We normalize the camera position pi (2) of each xi as

p̄i :=
pi � pi�1

kpn � p1k
, (11)

where kpn � p1k is the overall Euclidean camera move-

ment range, pi�pi�1 is the incremental camera movement,

and we set initial condition p0 = p1 =) p̄1 =
⇥

0, 0, 0
⇤|

.

From (10) and (11), we form the normalized network in-

put X̄ := {x̄1, x̄2, · · · , x̄n}, where each x̄i 2 R
7 is defined

x̄i :=
⇥

b̄
|

i , p̄
|

i

⇤|

. (12)

Normalized Network Loss. A straightforward loss for

learning to estimate object depth is direct prediction, i.e.,

LAbs(W) := Zn � fAbs(X,W), (13)

Figure 3. DBox Network. DBox is a Long Short-Term Mem-

ory network with sequential input (green), five pointwise opera-

tions (red), five learned components (yellow), three σ-gate peep-

hole connections (blue), and a sequential depth output (gray).

where W are the trainable network parameters, Zn is the

ground truth object depth at pn, and fAbs 2 R is the pre-

dicted absolute object depth. For the input X in (13), we

use the b̄i bounding box format (10) and make each camera

position relative to final prediction position pn =
⇥

0, 0, 0
⇤|

.

To use dimensionless input X̄ (12), we modify (13) as

LRel(W) :=
Zn

kpn � p1k
� fRel(X̄,W), (14)

where Zn

kpn�p1k
is the ground truth object depth at pn made

dimensionless by its relation to the overall camera move-

ment range and fRel 2 R is the corresponding relative depth

prediction. To use this dimensionless relative output at in-

ference, we simply multiply fRel by kpn � p1k to find Zn.

As we will show in experiments in Section 4, by using a

normalized and dimensionless input-loss formulation (14),

DBox can predict object depth across domains with vastly

different image resolutions and camera movement ranges.

Network Architecture. The DBox architecture is shown

in Figure 3. DBox is a modified Long Short-Term Mem-

ory (LSTM) RNN [19] with peephole connections for each

σ-gate [12] and fully-connected (FC) layers that use each

LSTM output (hi) within the context of all n observations

(X̄) to predict object depth (fi). Using initial conditions

c0,h0 = 0, each intermediate input (ci�1,hi�1, x̄i) and

output (ci,hi, fi) is unique. DBox operates sequentially

across all n observations to predict final object depth fn.

We design the network to maximize depth prediction

performance with low GPU requirements. The LSTM hid-

den state capacity is 128 (i.e., ci,hi 2 R
128). Outside the

LSTM, hi is fed into the first of six FC layers, each with

256 neurons, ReLU activation, and X̄ 2 R
7n concatenated

to their input. The output of the sixth FC layer is fed to a

fully-connected neuron, fi 2 R, the depth output. Using a

modern workstation and GPU (GTX 1080 Ti), a full DBox

forward pass of 1 ⇥ 103 10-observation examples uses 677

MiB of GPU memory and takes 4.3⇥ 10�3 seconds.
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3.3. Depth from Motion and Detection Dataset

To train and evaluate our DBox design from Section 3.2,

we introduce the ODMD dataset. ODMD enables DBox to

learn detection-based depth estimation from any combina-

tion of x, y, z camera motion. Furthermore, although the

current ODMD benchmark focuses on robotics, our general

ODMD framework can be configured for new applications.

Generating Motion and Detection Training Data. To

generate ODMD training data, we start with the n random

camera movements (pi (2)) in each training example X.

Given a minimum and maximum movement range as con-

figurable parameters, ∆pmin and ∆pmax, we define a uni-

form random variable for the overall camera movement as

∆p := pn � p1 ⇠ U [∆pmin,∆pmax] � k, (15)

where ∆p 2 R
3 is the camera movement from p1 to pn and

k 2 {�1, 1}3 uses a Rademacher distribution to randomly

assign the movement direction of each axis. As in (13),

we choose pn =
⇥

0, 0, 0
⇤|

=) p1 = �∆p in (15).

For the 1 < i < n intermediate camera positions, we use

pi ⇠ U [p1,pn] then sort the collective pi values along each

axis so that movement from p1 to pn is monotonic.

After finding the camera movement, we generate a ran-

dom object with a random initial 3D position. To make each

object unique, we randomize its physical width and height

each as W,H ⇠ U [smin, smax], where smin, smax are config-

urable. Using parameters Z1min, Z1max, we similarly ran-

domize the object’s initial depth as Z1 ⇠ U [Z1min, Z1max].
To ensure the object is within view, we use Z1 to adjust the

bounds of the object’s random center position X1, Y1. Thus,

X1 ⇠ U [X1min(Z1), X1max(Z1)]

Y1 ⇠ U [Y1min(Z1), Y1max(Z1)], (16)

and
⇥

X1, Y1, Z1

⇤|

are the object’s 3D camera-frame coordi-

nates at camera position p1. For completeness, we provide

a detailed derivation of (16) in the supplementary material.

After finding size and position, we project the object’s

bounding box onto the camera’s image plane at all n camera

positions. As in (7), assuming a static object, all motion is

from the camera. Thus, the object’s position at each pi is
⇥

Xi, Yi, Zi

⇤|

=
⇥

X1, Y1, Z1

⇤|

� (pi � p1). (17)

In other words, object motion in the camera frame is

equal and opposite to the camera motion itself. Using

Xi, Yi, Zi,W,H in (4) and (5), we find bounding box im-

age coordinates xi, yi, wi, hi (1) at all n camera positions,

which completes the random training example X.

As a final adjustment for greater variability, because the

range of final object position
⇥

Xn, Yn, Zn

⇤|

is greater than

that of the initial position
⇥

X1, Y1, Z1

⇤|

, we randomly re-

verse the order of all observations in X with probability 0.5

(i.e., {x1,x2, · · · ,xn} changes to {xn,xn�1, · · · ,x1}).

Learning which Observations to Trust. We add perturba-

tions to ODMD-generated data as an added challenge. As

we will show in Section 4, this decision improves the per-

formance of ODMD-trained networks in real applications

with object detection and camera movement errors.

For perturbations that cause camera movement errors,

we modify (2) by adding noise to each pi for 1 < i  n as

ppi := pi +
⇥

pXi, pY i, pZi

⇤|

, pXi, pY i, pZi ⇠ N (0,σ2),
(18)

where ppi is the perturbed version of the camera position

pi and N (0,σ2) is a Gaussian distribution with µ = 0, σ =
1 ⇥ 10�2 that is uniquely sampled for each pXi, pY i, pZi.

Note that σ can be configured to reflect the anticipated mag-

nitude of errors for a specific application domain.

We use two types of perturbations for object detection er-

rors. First, similar to (18), we modify (10) by adding noise

(σ = 1⇥ 10�3) to each bounding box b̄i for 1  i  n as

b̄pi := b̄i +
⇥

pxi, pyi, pwi, phi
⇤|

pxi, pyi, pwi, phi ⇠ N (0,σ2). (19)

For the second perturbation, we randomly replace one b̄i

with a completely different bounding box with probability

0.1. This random replacement synthesizes intermittent de-

tections of the wrong object, and the probability of replace-

ment can be configured for a specific application. Ground

truth labels remain the same when we use perturbations.

ODMD Validation and Test Sets. We introduce four

ODMD validation and test sets using robot experiments and

simulated data with various levels of perturbations. This es-

tablishes a repeatable benchmark for ablative studies and

future methods. All examples include n = 10 observations.

The robot experiment data evaluates object depth estima-

tion on a physical platform using object detection on real-

world objects. We collect data with camera movement us-

ing a Toyota Human Support Robot (HSR). HSR has an end

effector-mounted wide-angle grasp camera, a 4-DOF arm

on a torso with prismatic and revolute joints, and a differ-

ential drive base [52, 53]. Using HSR’s full kinematics, we

collect sets of 480⇥640 grasp-camera images across ran-

domly sampled camera movements (∆p (15)) with target

objects in view (see example in Figure 1).

For the robot experiment objects, we use 30 custom

household object for the Validation Set and 30 YCB objects

[3] for the Test Set (see Figure 4) across six different scenes.

We detect objects using Faster R-CNN [41], which we fine-

tune on each set of objects using custom annotation images

outside of the validation and test sets. The camera move-

ment range (∆p) varies between
⇥

�0.34,�0.33,�0.43
⇤|

to
⇥

0.33, 0.36, 0.37
⇤|

m, and the final object depth (Zn),

which we measure manually, varies between 0.11-1.64 m.
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Figure 4. Robot Experiment Objects. We use 30 custom objects

in the Validation Set (left) and 30 YCB objects in the Test Set

(right). Object size spans from 16 mm (die) to 280 mm (shirt).

Altogether, we generate 5,400 robot object depth estimation

examples (2,400 validation and 3,000 test), and we show a

few challenging examples in the supplementary material.

We generate a set of normal and two types of

perturbation-based data for simulated objects. The Normal

Set approximates HSR’s operation without any object de-

tection or camera movement errors. Using ODMD’s ran-

dom data-generation framework, we choose configurable

parameters: smin = 0.01, smax = 0.175 m for object size;

∆pmin =
⇥

0, 0, 0.05
⇤|

,∆pmax =
⇥

0.25, 0.175, 0.325
⇤|

m

for camera movement (15); and Z1min = 0.55, Z1max = 1
m for initial object depth. For the camera model, we use

factory-provided intrinsics for HSR’s 480⇥640 grasp cam-

era, specifically, fx, fy = 205.5, cx = 320.5, cy = 240.5.

This configuration satisfies camera view constraints in (16).

The two perturbation-based sets approximate HSR’s op-

eration with only object detection or camera movement er-

rors. For the Camera Motion Perturbation Set, we use the

same configuration as the Normal Set with camera move-

ment noise added (18). For the Object Detection Pertur-

bation Set, we use the normal configuration with bounding

box noise and random box replacement (19). We generate

5,400 depth estimation examples for each of the simulated

object configurations (2,400 validation and 3,000 test).

ODMD Training Configurations for DBox. To test

the efficacy of new concepts and establish best practices,

we train DBox using multiple ODMD training configu-

rations. The first configuration is the same as ODMD’s

Normal validation and test Set (DBoxNS) but trains on

continuously-generated data. Similarly, the second configu-

ration (DBoxp) is based on both perturbation sets and trains

on new data with camera movement errors (18), object de-

tection errors (19), and random replacement.

DBoxNS and DBoxp both learn to predict object depth

relative to camera movement using the dimensionless loss

LRel (14). Alternatively, the third configuration (DBoxAbs)

learns to predict absolute object depth using LAbs (13).

DBoxAbs uses the same training perturbations as DBoxp.

We train each network using a batch size of 512

randomly-generated training examples with n = 10 obser-

vations per prediction. We train each network for 1 ⇥ 107

iterations using the Adam Optimizer [26] with a 1 ⇥ 10�3

learning rate, which takes approximately 2.8 days using a

single GPU (GTX 1080 Ti). We also train alternate ver-

sions of DBoxp for 1⇥106 (DBox1M
p ) and 1⇥105 iterations

(DBox100K
p ), which takes 6.7 and 0.7 hours respectively.

For compatibility with the ODMS benchmark [15], we

train three final configurations with only z-axis camera mo-

tion and more general camera parameters. The first config-

uration (DBoxz
p) is the same as DBoxp but with ∆pmax =

⇥

0, 0, 0.4625
⇤|

m and fx, fy = 240.5. The other configura-

tions are the same as DBoxzp but either remove perturbations

(DBoxzNS) or use loss LAbs (DBoxzAbs). Because single-axis

camera movement is simple, we train each configuration for

only 1⇥ 104 iterations, which takes less than four minutes.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Setup

For the first set of experiments, we evaluate DBox on the

new ODMD benchmark in Section 4.2. We find the number

of training iterations for the results using the best overall

validation performance, which we check at every hundredth

of the total training iterations. Like the ODMS benchmark

[15], we evaluate each method using the mean percent error

for each test set, which we calculate for each example as

Percent Error =

�

�

�

�

�

Zn � Ẑn

Zn

�

�

�

�

�

⇥ 100%, (20)

where Zn and Ẑn are ground truth and predicted object

depth at final camera position pn. Finally, for all of our

results, if an object is not detected at position pi, we use the

bounding box from the nearest position with a detection.

We compare DBox to state-of-the-art methods on the ob-

ject segmentation-based ODMS benchmark in Section 4.3.

Because ODMS provides only z-axis camera motion and

segmentation, we preprocess inputs for DBox. First, we set

all x- and y-axis camera inputs to zero. Second, we cre-

ate bounding boxes around the object segmentation masks

using the minimum and maximum x, y pixel locations.

For instances where a mask consists of multiple discon-

nected fragments (e.g., from segmentation errors), we use

the segment minimizing center offset
# of pixels

, which generally keeps

the bounding box to the intended target rather than includ-

ing peripheral errors. Finally, as with ODN [15], we find the

number of training iterations for each test set using the best

corresponding validation performance, which we check at

every hundredth of the total training iterations.
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Table 1. Object Depth via Motion and Detection Results.

ODMD inputs have full x, y, z motion and bounding boxes.
Mean Percent Error (20)

Object Perturb

Config. Depth Train Camera Object All

ID Method Data Norm. Motion Detect. Robot Sets

DBoxp fRel (14) Perturb 1.7 2.5 2.5 11.2 4.5

DBoxAbs fAbs (13) Perturb 1.1 2.1 1.8 13.3 4.6

DBox1M
p fRel (14) Perturb 1.7 2.6 2.6 11.5 4.6

DBox100K
p fRel (14) Perturb 2.2 3.0 3.0 11.7 5.0

DBoxNS fRel (14) Normal 0.5 3.9 6.4 12.5 5.8

BoxLS Ẑn (9) N/A 0.0 4.5 21.6 21.2 11.8

DBoxzp fRel (14) z-axis 12.9 12.5 15.0 22.0 15.6

We test a new application using DBox with a camera

phone in Section 4.4. We take sets of ten pictures with target

objects in view, and we estimate the camera movement be-

tween images using markings on the ground (e.g., sections

of sidewalk). Like the ODMD Robot Set in Section 3.3,

the ground truth object depth is manually measured, and we

detect objects using Faster R-CNN fine-tuned on separate

training images. Overall, we generate 46 camera phone ob-

ject depth estimation examples across a variety of settings.

4.2. ODMD Dataset

We provide ablative ODMD Test Set results in Table 1.

We evaluate the five full-motion DBox configurations, z-

axis only DBoxz
p, and analytical solution BoxLS (9). All

results use n = 10 observations (same in Sections 4.3-4.4),

and “All Sets” is an aggregate score across all test sets.

DBoxp has the best result for the Robot Set and overall.

DBoxAbs comes in second overall and has the best result

for the Perturb Camera Motion and Object Detection sets.

However, DBoxAbs is the least accurate of any full-motion

DBox configuration on the Robot Set. Essentially, DBoxAbs

gets a performance boost from a camera movement range-

and depth-based prior (i.e., pi,X and fAbs in (13)) at the

cost of generalization to other domains with different move-

ment and depth profiles. In Section 4.3, this trend becomes

most apparent for DBoxzAbs in the driving domain.

Analytical solution BoxLS is perfect on the error-free

Normal Set but performs worse relative to other methods

on sets with input errors, especially object detection errors.

Similarly, DBoxNS has a great result on the Normal Set but

is the least accurate overall of the full-motion DBox config-

urations. Intuitively, DBoxNS trains without perturbations,

so it is more susceptible to input errors. In Section 4.3, this

trend becomes most apparent for DBoxz
NS in the robot do-

main, which has many object segmentation errors [15].

DBoxz
p uses only z-axis camera motion and is the least

accurate overall. Thus, for applications with full x, y, z mo-

tion, this result shows the importance of training on exam-

ples with motion parallax and using all three camera motion

inputs to determine depth. We provide more results compar-

ing depth estimation cues in the supplementary material.

Table 2. Object Depth via Motion and Segmentation Results.

ODMS inputs have z-axis motion and binary segmentation masks.
Object Mean Percent Error (20)

Depth Vision Simulated All

Method Input Normal Perturb Robot Driving Sets

Learning-based Methods

DBoxzp Detection 11.8 20.3 11.5 24.8 17.1

ODN`r [15] Segmentation 8.6 17.9 13.1 31.7 17.8

ODN`p [15] Segmentation 11.1 13.0 22.2 29.0 18.8

ODN` [15] Segmentation 8.3 18.2 19.3 30.1 19.0

DBoxzNS Detection 9.2 31.6 39.3 37.3 29.3

DBoxzAbs Detection 21.3 25.5 20.4 53.1 30.1

Analytical Methods

BoxLS (9) Detection 13.7 36.6 17.6 33.3 25.3

VOS-DE [14] Segmentation 7.9 33.6 32.6 36.0 27.5
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Figure 5. Absolute Error vs. Object Depth for the Driving Set.

We find that we can train the state-of-the-art DBoxp

much faster if needed. DBox1M
p trains for one tenth the it-

erations of DBoxp and performs almost as well. Going fur-

ther, training for one hundredth the iterations is more of a

trade off, as DBox100K
p has an overall 11% increase in error.

4.3. ODMS Dataset

We provide comparative results for the ODMS bench-

mark [15] in Table 2. We evaluate the three z-axis DBox

configurations, BoxLS, and current state-of-the-art methods.

DBoxz
p achieves the best Robot, Driving, and overall re-

sult on the segmentation-based ODMS benchmark despite

training only on detection-based data. Furthermore, while

the second best method, ODN`r, takes 2.6 days to train on

segmentation masks [15], DBoxzp trains in under four min-

utes by using a simpler bounding box-based input (12).

For analytical methods, BoxLS achieves the best Robot,

Driving, and overall result. BoxLS improves robustness by

using width- and height-based changes in scale (9), generat-

ing twice as many solvable equations as VOS-DE [14], but

performs worse on Simulated sets due to mask conversion.

State-of-the-art DBoxz
p is significantly more reli-

able across applications than other DBox configurations.

DBoxz
NS is the least accurate Robot Set method, and

DBoxz
Abs is the least accurate Driving Set method, while

DBoxz
p is the best method for both. Considering the DBox

configuration differences, we attribute DBoxzp’s success to

using three types of perturbations during training (18)-(19)

and a dimensionless loss (LRel (14)). Notably, perturbations
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Figure 6. Example Depth Results for Driving.

Figure 7. Example Depth Results using a Camera Phone.

from previous work are less effective (ODN`p, ODN` [15]).

To compare DBoxz
p and DBoxzAbs on the Driving Set, we

plot the absolute error (|Zn � Ẑn|) vs. ground truth object

depth (Zn) in Figure 5. Because DBoxz
Abs predictions are

biased toward short distances within its learned prior (fAbs

(13)), DBoxzAbs errors offset directly with object depth. Al-

ternatively, DBoxzp predictions are dimensionless (fRel (14))

and less affected by long distances. We show four Driving

results for DBoxzp in Figure 6, which have an error of 0.95 m

(truck), 1.5 m (car), and 1.0 m and -0.59 m (pedestrians).

4.4. Depth using a Camera Phone

We check the performance of DBoxz
p on all camera

phone examples at every hundredth of the total training it-

erations, which achieves a mean percent error (20) of 6.7

in under four minutes of training. Overall, DBoxzp’s robust-

ness to imprecise camera movement and generalization to

a camera with vastly different parameters than the training

model is highly encouraging. We show six results in Fig-

ure 7, which have an error of 0.30 m (garden light), 0.31 m

(bird house), 0.16 m (lamppost), and 0.10 m, 0.85 m, and

7.3 m (goal yellow, goal white, and goal orange).

4.5. Final Considerations for Implementation

For applications with full x, y, z camera motion, DBoxp

is state-of-the-art. Alternatively, for applications with only

z-axis motion, DBoxz
p is state-of-the-art. Thus, although

each network is broadly applicable, we suggest configur-

ing ODMD training to match an application’s camera move-

ment profile for best performance. Finally, because DBox’s

prediction speed is negligible for many applications, we

suggest combining predictions over many permutations of

collected data to improve accuracy [15, Section 6.2].

5. Conclusions

We develop an analytical model and multiple approaches

to estimate object depth using uncalibrated camera mo-

tion and bounding boxes from object detection. To train

and evaluate methods in this new problem space, we intro-

duce the Object Depth via Motion and Detection (ODMD)

benchmark dataset, which includes mobile robot experi-

ments using a single RGB camera to locate objects. ODMD

training data are extensible, configurable, and include three

types of perturbations typical of camera motion and object

detection. Furthermore, we show that training with pertur-

bations improves performance in real-world applications.

Using the ODMD dataset, we train the first network to

estimate object depth from motion and detection. Addi-

tionally, we develop a generalized representation of bound-

ing boxes, camera movement, and relative depth predic-

tion, which we show to improve general applicability across

vastly different domains. Using a single ODMD-trained

network with object detection or segmentation, we achieve

state-of-the-art results on existing driving and robotics

benchmarks and accurately estimate the depth of objects us-

ing a camera phone. Given the network’s reliability across

domains and real-time operation, we find our approach to be

a viable tool to estimate object depth in mobile applications.
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